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ACCOUNTABILITY
CREATES TRUST

media and this growing age of self-aggrandizement that we live in. I also
think this idea explains what many of us likely value so much about the
Marquette Food Co-op. You knew I was going to make this point, right?
The Co-op functions so well and is trustworthy because there are several
groups of people fulfilling roles on teams with different responsibilities
that adhere to formative policies and rules of engagement. All these
groups are accountable to one another for the success of the Co-op
and to create value for the community. This accountability creates trust;

Matt Gougeon

trust in one another and, thereby, trust in the cooperative institution.

General Manager

Think about it: the board of directors, the administrative team, the
management team, teams of department staff, and owners using the

Perusing the news recently (a dangerous pastime), I had something

cooperative. There’s no opportunity for any individual on these teams to

explained to me. By that I mean I now better understand something that

promote their own view or profile at the expense of the public trust in

has vexed me for some time about the current overall “state” of things

the cooperative. If someone new enters any of these groups within the

in our world. To wit, the rise of self-promotion, opinion, and narcissism

cooperative and has a personal agenda, they are typically molded by the

in society. I reference an interview with the author Yuval Levin about his

institution or they don’t last very long. I acknowledge that, on occasion,

book titled, “A Time To Build.” You can read (or listen to) it here: https://

some people claim to have lost their trust in the MFC. Typically, I notice

www.npr.org/2020/01/30/800922222/when-institutions-are-used-as-

those individuals to be people who cleave tightly to a personal view or

stages-people-lose-trust-book-argues.

belief about a single particular thing; a platform, if you will, upon which
they stand. Such adherence doesn’t allow for reasonable interpretation or
tolerance, both tenets of this institution.

The broad thesis for the book is that in general, people are losing their
trust in institutions. People trust institutions to mold individuals to
perform for the ethical or social value that the institution provides and

In a cooperative we have to ask ourselves the right questions. Do I

people lose trust in institutions when individuals running and working

understand my role as the General Manager of the MFC, and do I fulfill

in those institutions use it for a platform to promote themselves or

it responsibly and to the best of my ability? Those are the important

their view. An institution may be the government, a business, schools, a

questions that anyone in any institution (large or small) must ask

church, non- profit, or even a family unit.

themselves. If I used my position to “raise my profile" or "build my own
brand” (insert eye roll) that would be detrimental to the entire cooperative

To quote the author, “We trust an institution when we think that it forms

and reduce me to only commenting on this organization rather than

the people within it to be trustworthy — so that not only does it perform

doing my level best to apply its principles and values to achieve its ends.

an important social function, educating children or making laws or any of

I mean, after all, who cares what I think? The important thing is the Co-op

the many, many goods and services that institutions provide for us, but

itself, the model, and its positive impact for all of us.

it also at the same time provides an ethic that shapes the people within
it to perform that service in a reliable, responsible way." Conversely, Yuval

What role do you fill in this cooperative? Do you fill it responsibly and to

Levin says, “We now think of institutions less as formative and more as

the best of your ability?

performative, less as molds of our character and behavior, and more as
platforms for us to stand on and be seen. And so for one arena to another
in American life, we see people using institutions as stages, as a way to
raise their profile or build their brand. And those kinds of institutions
become much harder to trust.”
This explains so much. I’m certain that it isn’t difficult for us to think of
a few institutions, large and small, that we may no longer trust for this
very reason. I think this explains what bothers me so much about social
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D.I.Y.
WINTER
WELLNESS

Deep breath. Close your eyes and feel the grip of winter loosening, the light of each day
lengthening, this dark season settling into its home stretch. It’ll still be dark when you open
your eyes, but at least now you’ve got your mind’s eye on the prize.
By February, we’ve all worn a groove in our hibernating habits. What a wonderful time to
celebrate, emerging rested and rejuvenated before warmer months’ warp speed kicks in.
Mid-February, Valentine’s Day presents an excuse to indulge and appreciate those you love –
especially YOURSELF.
I love nothing more than putting care into creating things that can’t be bought – especially
when the investment is in time and intention rather that dollars. I can’t recommend highly
enough the Mountain Rose Herbs blog, the Pranarom blog, and Auracacia.com for ideas to
get the process going. These are a few recipes that fit how I’m feeling this February:

BROWN SUGAR & VANILLA BODY SCRUB

ARGAN ROSEMARY
DARK HAIR OIL TREATMENT from auracacia.com

from https:/info.mountainroseherbs.com/explore-mountain-rose-herbs-blog

This exfoliating scrub will leave your skin glowing and feeling silky smooth.

A hot oil treatment for dark hair, featuring argan oil and rosemary essential
oil, to nourish and protect your scalp and hair. For light hair, substitute Roman
chamomile for the rosemary.

INGREDIENTS
• 1 C organic brown sugar

INGREDIENTS

• ½ C organic granulated sugar
• 1 T organic roasted cacao powder

• 2 t Argan Skin Care Oil 1 fl. oz.
• 12 drops rosemary essential oil
• 2 oz amber glass bottle

• ½ C + 3 T. organic sunflower oil
• ¼ t organic homemade vanilla extract

DIRECTIONS

DIRECTIONS

In bottle, combine oils.

Blend sugars and cacao powder together in a bowl. Add oil and vanilla
extract and mix well. Transfer to airtight jars, and enjoy!

In a basin of hot water, submerge bottle until oils are warm. While the oil
warms, place a towel in the dryer and run dryer until towel is warm.

To use: With dry, clean fingertips, remove product from the jar. Spread
over damp skin in gentle circular motions, and then rinse off with warm
water. Do not apply to broken or irritated skin.

Massage warm oil into scalp and hair with hands. Wrap head with warm
towel and leave in place until cool. Shampoo and condition hair as
normal.

NOTE: The oil in this recipe will make your tub slippery, so watch your step!

I’ll suggest some alternate ingredients that I love; get creative and
experiment with something truly unique to you!

PRANAROM PERFUME & COLOGNE
from Pranarom.us

SUBSTITUTES
• Cacao- use finely ground coffee (I add a dash of sweet orange oil to my
coffee scrub)

Visit the Pranarom USA blog for amazing, in-depth on infusing oils with
herbs and petals before adding essential oils. For a simple version based
on their beautiful recipes, you can try:

• Sunflower oil- olive oil

PERFUME
7 drops Rose Otto, 5 drops Sandalwood and 2 drops Vetiver

• Vanilla extract- almond extract

COLOGNE
10 drops Frankincense, 5 drops Cedar Atlas and 2 drops Vetiver to an
8ml roller bottle and fill the rest of the bottle with Jojoba oil. Voila!
Pranarom even offers downloadable, printable labels to identify and
personalize your roll-on.

• Granulated sugar and olive oil are a great base for adding a dash of
your favorite essential oil, dried flowers and herbs. I love lemon oil/
lemon peel, vanilla extract/oil/bean, lavender oil/flowers, peppermint,
rosemary, ginger – you get the idea.

You can find every element you need at the MFC.
The Wellness Dept staff can help you make
miracles with a $10-$20 shopping list.
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It's Citrus Season!
Kumquat

Satsuma Mandarins

Clementine Tangerine

This bite-sized fruit is small, but bursts with
flavor from the sweet rind and tart/sour flesh.
Roll them in your hand before eating to release
the oils and enhance the flavor.

Easy to peel and seedless, these sweet delights
are perfect for snacking.

With an even balance of sweetness and acidity,
clementines are great for fresh eating as well as
vinaigrettes, cocktails, and desserts.

Navel Orange

Valencia Orange

Grapefruit

A traditional standby, navel oranges are sweet
and are great for eating fresh.

Named after Valencia, Spain, this orange boasts
a balanced sweet-tart flavor and are perfect for
juicing.

A cross between a pomelo and an orange,
grapefruits are known for their bold flavor, a
combination of sour, sweet, and bitter.

Pomelo

Tangelo

Meyer Lemon

The pomelo, the largest citrus fruit, has a thick
rind and a mild, balanced sweet-tart flavor.

Another hybrid, the tangelo is a mix between
a tangerine and either a pomelo or grapefruit.
They have a long, protruding neck and a tart
and tangy flavor.

A cross between a lemon and a mandarin
orange, the meyer lemon has a thin, edible rind
and deep yellow flesh that bursts with lemon
flavor, but without the acidic bite.

Lemon

Lime

Buddha’s Hand

This classic, highly acidic fruit will make you
pucker from its sour taste when eaten raw, but
the zest or juice is perfect for balancing both
sweet and savory dishes.

Another highly acidic classic member of the
citrus family, a squeeze of lime is just what
many dishes and cocktails need to enhance and
brighten their flavor.

A unique and fragrant variety of citrus,
Buddha’s Hand doesn’t contain any juice or
pulp. It can be zested or used whole. Use in
place of lemon zest in desserts, savory dishes,
and beverages.

Selection subject to availability
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Super ALL CITRUS
IN
THE
STORE!
Citrus
Sale
2nd Annual

25% OFF

FEBRUARY
5TH – 11TH

s
Citrtuing
TaFsEB 7
TH

– 1pm
11am
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CANDIDATES
Hilary Bush

Incumbent

2020

Meanwhile on the other side, we have a visionary generation of farmers,
food safety engineers, care providers, linguists, and many more looking for
clever ways to meet the need for foods that are 3 seconds old instead of 3
days or 3 weeks. We may in the next five years see the first rural “Grow-cery,”
where terminal illness foundations and science/tech institutions invest in
more specific dietary and bio-systemic research. This might be the sort of
place you can go with your children, like the library or children’s museum.
Where outside the enjoyments of urban isolation, we can learn the physical
literacy, financial/resource management and “Bill Nye like” science and safety
of planting and caring better for foods and futures.
This theoretical “squeeze” is the best example I know of why Co-ops
exist. We are our own very best middlemen and women. We exist as
ambassadors, partners to way-pavers, cultural niche builders of equitable and
entrepreneurial pursuits. Whether we realize it day to day or not, we are here
because we believe balance is possible.

I grew up with grocery geek parents who
studied the art and practice of breakfast like
it was a subject in school. The kitchen table
is still our best refinery and incubator for our
most useful ideals and grandest meals. I am
now a sole proprietor and proud tax payer
with a business modeled after long years
orbiting the anthropomorphic study and the
principles of learning organizations including

cooperatives.
I have a gregarious and supportive partner of 3.5 years. We’re working on
renovating a little duplex with a perfect garden nook near the downtown
Negaunee trails.
Thanks to the MQT Baha’is and a global minded community maturing
through the same hunger pains as my youth, I have a learned – from all of
your experiences far and near that – the most important part of a life’s work is
often incidental to what we do. Weather or not grand algorithms can tell us
how things will turn out, leading from the arena of philanthropic stewardship
and service in everything we do, is the greatest game changer. When
collaboration is achieved by learning to prepare foods and futures real world
recognition becomes about all humans doing a little better together.

As long as we exist, we can only continue to practice the values and principle
which make humans better prepared, stronger together and better able
to metabolize the polarities and potentials of a very uncertain future. Yes,
food is everything, but being a grocery store is incidental to what we do as a
community.
“The ultimate moment of truth isn’t a moment, but years.” – @gapingvoid

What strengths or talents do you feel you have that would be assets
to the board?
I have a long attention span for numbers, values and decipherments. A
strong affinity for linguistic determinism and Anthro-cultural philosophy.
Technology continues to allow me to dabble in 11 different languages.
Proficiency is not the end all. I am most interested in the soft metrics of
how languages shape our perceptions of reality and dispelling long-term
neurological origins of implicit bias. Because of this influence, I am perhaps
objective to a default. This weakness becomes a strength when advocating
for collaboration between opposing viewpoints.

Kelly Cantway

Incumbent
I have lived in Marquette with my husband for
almost 13 years. We have one daughter, a dog,
and four chickens. I love to garden and be
outside, but I also like to cozy up with a good
book or crochet project.

Why do I want to continue serving on the
Board? I have been a part of our Co-op
community for over 12 years. Almost 11 of
those years were spent as an employee,
and this past year has been spent as a member of our Board of Directors. It
has been so exciting to see, and be a part of, the growth of our store over
the years, and I continue to be amazed by the impacts that we have in our
community. As a new board member, this past year has been a really great

What role do you see the Co-op playing in the community over the
next 5 years?
This time in Co-op history is a squeeze. From one side, we have the big box
monopolies with retractable infrastructure, employing masses (sometimes
disposable), using technology to help us preserve everything at our
fingertips, no matter the hidden cost to humanity, tucked behind every stock
word and low price tag. How can we not cringe and yet know we benefit?
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View the full candidate profiles online at
www.marquttefood.coop/board/meet2020-candidates

learning experience. I would love to continue to support our Co-op, and
serving on the Board is a great way to do that.

a difference in our local community. My community-minded focus, along the
expertise in finance, are some of the qualities I see benefiting the Co-op as
we set long range goals and plan for the future.

What strengths or talents do you feel you have that would be assets
to the board?
My experience as an employee and now as a Board member gives me a
well-rounded perspective on how our Co-op operates and meets the needs
of our owners. I have many years of experience with customer service and
management. I also have experience in Human Resource management,
which has provided me with the ability to think about the “whole picture”
and offer objective viewpoints when needed. Additionally, I have experience
with policy creation and revision, which is one of the goals that our Board has
for the coming year. With my knowledge, as well as the knowledge of other
Board members, we will be able to create a vision and set goals that will help
our Co-op succeed far into the future.

What strengths or talents do you feel you have that would be assets
to the board?
Through my full-time work as the Director of Finance and Administration at
the Community Foundation of Marquette County, I get to experience how
dedicated groups of people make a difference in our local community on
daily basis. I believe this community focus offers a unique perspective to
the Board of Directors of the Co-op and is an asset as we plan for the future.
My professional experience of 15 years in banking and finance would prove
most valuable to the Board in budget and strategic plan considerations.
Since I currently work for a community membership organization, I am also
familiar with both board governance and development processes.

What role do you see the Co-op playing in the community over the
next 5 years?
A safe harbor in a raging sea. As smaller stores in our area are getting pushed
out by big box stores and competitive online shopping, I think our shoppers
will continue to seek a place where they can come to that is welcoming,
filled with friendly people, and offers a space to cozy up with a cup of tea
or coffee and chat with friends. I don’t know about you, but the Co-op is
the only store where I actually feel relaxed. Let’s face it, our Co-op is unique.
We love it for the atmosphere, we love it for the people, we love it for the
opportunity to hang out with like minded individuals and share good food.
You can’t find that anywhere else.

Zosia Eppensteiner

What role do you see the Co-op playing in the community over the
next 5 years?
The Co-op serves an important role in our community far beyond a
local, wellness-minded grocery store. The values of model workplace,
environmental stewardship and economic vitality have been a significant
component of the Co-op’s strategic plan and I see these values along with
community leadership defining the Co-op’s role in the community in the
near future.

Incumbent

I was raised in Gdansk, Poland, where I
graduated with a degree in Math Education
and Sociology. Food has always been a
central aspect of Polish culture; bringing
people together. I moved to Marquette, MI,
in June 2005, where I started a family. The
Marquette Food Co-op has been not only
one of few options to get real food but also a
place which brought people together. I have
been a Co-op member for a number of years and I am grateful to have the
option of purchasing local, quality, real food. Through my full-time work as
the Director of Finance and Administration at the Community Foundation of
Marquette County I get to experience how dedicated groups of people make

Vote Online

February 5th – February 26th
at

www.marquettefood.coop
one voter per household
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Valentine s Day
Meal Ideas

Smoky Herbed Shrimp
Serves 4

Recipe adapted from marthastewart.com
• 2 T extra virgin olive oil

• 1 t smoked paprika

• 2 cloves garlic, crushed

• 2 T sherry vinegar

• 2 lbs large shrimp, peeled
and deveined

• ¼ C roughly chopped fresh
parsley

• Coarse salt and ground
pepper

Citrus Salad
with Fennel Vinaigrette

In a large skillet, heat olive oil over medium-high. Add garlic and saute until
fragrant, about 1 minute. Add shrimp and cook, stirring frequently, until
shrimp are opaque throughout, about 4 minutes.

Serves 8-10

Season with salt, pepper, and paprika. Stir in sherry vinegar, transfer to serving
dish. Top with parsley ands serve warm or at room temperature.

Recipe adapted from bonappetit.com
The sesame clusters can be made up to a week in advance. Just store in
airtight containter. The dressing can be made one day ahead.
SESAME CLUSTERS

• 1 shallot, finely chopped

• 1 flax egg or 2 T aquafaba

• 2 T finely chopped peeled ginger

• 3 T sugar

• 1 t fennel seeds, crushed

• ½ t kosher salt

• ¼ C white wine vinegar

• ¼ t ground cinnamon

• 2 T maple syrup

Chocolate, Pistachio,
& Tahini Truffles

• Kosher salt and freshly ground
black pepper

Recipe by Katherine Sacks, from Epicurious, December 2016

• ½ t ground cloves
• ¼ t ground nutmeg
• 1 C sesame seeds

• 4 navel oranges, blood oranges,
tangerines, and/or grapefruit

DRESSING & SALAD

• zest of 1 orange

• 1/3 C olive oil

• 10 cups mixed hardy salad greens
(such as radicchio, frisée, and/or
endive; about 1 lb)

• ½ small fennel bulb, finely
chopped, plus
• ½ C chopped fennel fronds

Makes 26 Truffles

Truffles can be rolled in a variety of toppings, such as cocoa powder,
powdered sugar, chopped candy, or spices.

• 1 C fresh flat-leaf parsley leaves,
chopped

• 1 C tahini

• 1 ½ t ground cinnamon

• 6 oz bittersweet chocolate,
chopped

• ½ t finely grated orange zest

• ¼ C + 2 T honey
• 2 t kosher salt

SESAME CLUSTERS
Preheat oven to 325°. Whisk flax egg or aquafaba in a small bowl until slightly
foamy, abou 30 seconds, whisk in sugar, salt, cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg.
Add sesame seeds and toss to coat.

• 1 C shelled roasted, salted
pistachios
• ¼ C + 2 T toasted white sesame
seeds

Heat tahini, chocolate, honey, salt, cinnamon, and orange zest in a medium
heatproof bowl set over a medium saucepan of barely simmering water
(bottom of bowl should not touch water), stirring occasionally, or microwave
in short bursts, stirring in between bursts, until melted and smooth.

Spoon sesame mixture in clumps on a parchment-lined baking sheet and
bake, stirring occasionally, until golden brown, 10–12 minutes. Let cool.

Carefully pour tahini mixture into a glass or metal tall-sided baking pan (an
8x8” pan works well). Chill until truffle base is firm, 60–70 minutes.
Meanwhile, finely chop pistachios by hand or with a food processor. Mix
pistachios and sesame seeds in a medium bowl.

DRESSING & SALAD
Heat oil in a medium skillet over medium heat. Add chopped fennel, shallot,
ginger, and fennel seeds and cook, stirring often, until tender (do not let
brown), 8–10 minutes. Mix in vinegar and maple syrup. Let cool; season with
salt and pepper.

Line a rimmed baking sheet with parchment or wax paper. Scoop tahini
mixture by the tablespoonful and quickly roll into 1” balls between the palms
of your hands. Toss in pistachio-sesame mixture until coated. Using a spoon,
gently transfer to prepared sheet.

Using a sharp knife, cut all peel and white pith from all oranges; discard.
Cut between membranes to release segments into a medium bowl; discard
membranes.

DO AHEAD
Truffles can be made 5 days ahead; cover and chill. Let sit at room
temperature 15 minutes before serving.

Toss greens, parsley, fennel fronds, citrus, zest, and dressing in a large bowl.
Serve topped with sesame clusters.
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Share
Some Love

Lettuce grow
together.

FROM THE

MARQUETTE FOOD CO-OP

I'll be your main
squeeze.

Wanna jam?

You're the raisin
my life is so
sweet.

I don't need
to be a sage
to know my
thyme is
best spent
with you.
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NEW ITEMS

February 2020

Superior Fresh
Salad Mixes

Violife
Vegan Parmesan

Superior Fresh organic salad mixes are greenhouse grown in
Wisconsin using responsible, sustainable aquaponic methods.
Because of their use of a hyper-efficient aquaponics system, they
can grow the same amount of food on 6 acres that a traditional
farm produces on 100 acres. Enjoy a fresh, crispy salad from
Superior Fresh today!

Violife plant-based foods are free from common allergens such
as lactose and gluten as well as being soy, nut and GMO free.
For those who want a little Italian authenticity on their pasta
or crackers, now you can have the flavor without the dairy or
gluten with Violife’s Vegan Parmesan.

Lavva
Vanilla Plant Based Yogurt

Vollwerth's
Braunschweiger
Found in the Meat Department, Vollwerth’s Branschweiger is a
type of German pork liver sausage, sometimes called liverwurst.
This soft, spreadable classic is great in sandwiches, snacks and
appetizers.

Double Take
Machismo Spicy Chipotle Salsa

Lavva Vanilla plant-based yogurt is made with cassava, plantains,
real vanilla and absolutely no added colors, gums, or sugars.
It contains a unique blend of live vegan cultures packing each
serving of our yogurt with 50 billion probiotics. Prebiotics
naturally found in plantains and cassava are introduced to the
probiotics–fueling them to multiply and thrive.

Pranarom
Jasmine Essential Oil Roller

Each jar of Double Take Salsa has a complex delicious flavor
that results from their unique, tasty recipes. Machismo Spicy
Chipotle Salsa is a chipotle style salsa that smoothly blends a
hint of sweet with a rich smoky taste.

Pranarom’s Organic Jasmine essential oil roller has a beautiful
and fragrant composition. Jasmine’s intensely sweet and floral
scent is said to lift the spirits and restore a sense of life and
energy. Made with absolutely no GMOs, no synthetics, no
additives, no adulterants and no animal testing.

Simple Mills
Carrot Cake Spice Bar
Simple Mills enriches lives and bodies through simple, delicious,
real foods. They strive to make healthful choices easy by offering
food that is nourishing and tastes great. Simple Mills Carrot
Cake Spice Bars are soft baked and made with whole foods like
nuts, seeds, and fruit. They are Non-GMO and free of grains,
soy, corn, and dairy.

Oatly
Vanilla Frozen Oatmilk Dessert
Oatly’s Vanilla Frozen Oatmilk Desset is made with real vanilla
seeds, natural vanilla flavor and a hint of sea salt — all of which
complement the subtlety of the oats perfectly. At Oatly, they
have a goal to always deliver products that have maximum
nutritional value and minimal environmental impact.
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Marquette Food Co-op
Vegan or Salmon SushiRito
The MFC Deli is now offering SushiRito in the grab and good cooler!
These lovely sushi rolls have the ingredients and texture of a flavorful,
yummy sushi roll wrapped burrito style. Made with fresh veggies,
nori, sushi rice, and seasoned sauce, you can get SushiRito rolls in
either vegan or smoked salmon.

Wensleydale
Cheese w/ Lemon & Honey
Delicious and irresistible, Wensleydale Cheese with Lemon and
Honey is sweet and tangy. It is produced in the UK, using UK milk.
Wensleydale Cheese with Lemon and Honey pairs well with fresh
berries.

Calendar of Events
Antojitos Mexicanos Cooking Class
February 4
6–8:30pm
Co-op Classroom
Rozie’s Relsa In-store Sampling
February 6
11am–1pm
Velodrome Coffee Co. Coffee
Tasting Class
February 7
12–1pm
Co-op Classroom
Super Citrus Sale Tasting
February 7
11am–1pm
Case Country Farm In-store Sampling
February 7
3–5pm

tHE

Fresh Feed

This newsletter is digitally published
monthly for owners and friends of the
Marquette Food Co-op.

Content & Editing
Kelsie Dewar

Acoustic Brunch: Beechgrove &
Blacksmith
February 9
12–2 pm
Co-op Café

MFC Board Meeting
February 18
6–8pm
Co-op Classroom

Antojitos Mexicanos Cooking Class
SOLD OUT
February 11
waitlist available
6–8:30pm
Co-op Classroom
Chocolate Tasting
February 13
11am–1pm
Acoustic Brunch: Kirsten Gustafson &
Friends
February 16
12–2 pm
Co-op Café

Acoustic Brunch: Jim Pennell
February 23
12–2 pm
Co-op Café
Mardi Gras Hot Bar Lunch Special
February 25

Phil Britton president
Cori Ann Noordyk vice president
Michelle Augustyn secretary
Richard Kochis treasurer
Kelly Cantway
Hillary Bush
Mary Pat Linck
Angie Cherrette
Zosia Eppensteiner
Matt Gougeon general manager
Everyone is welcome to attend Board Meetings, held the
third Tuesday monthly at 6pm in the Co-op Classroom.
For more info: www.marquettefood.coop

Design & Layout
Chad McKinney

Disclaimer

502 W Washington St
Marquette, MI 49855

Superior Home Farm In-store Sampling
February 21
3–5pm

Board of Directors

kdewar@marquettefood.coop

cmckinney@marquettefood.coop

February
2020

The views within this publication are as diverse as the 5,000+
households sharing ownership of our Co-op, and thus do not
represent the store, its Board of Directors, or staff. The Co-op
does not prescribe health treatments or products. We offer
the extensive knowledge of our staff, and encourage you to
prescribe for yourself—every individual’s right.

Open Daily 8am - 9pm
Everyone Welcome

www.marquettefood.coop
906.225.0671

